Mr. Meyer recalled Prime Minister Ben-Gurion's generous agreement in conversation with the President that the United States might use as it wishes the information gained as a result of the recent visit by American scientists to the Dimona reactor, and that a visit by "neutrals" would be acceptable. Pursuant to the Prime Minister's agreement, the Department has "in the works" a quiet indication to the Arabs through diplomatic channels, of the findings of the scientists. Noting that Mr. Farley is now in Vienna attending the Board of Governors meeting of the IAEA, Mr. Meyer wondered whether the Israel observer at the meeting might not get in touch with Mr. Farley to consider an appropriate announcement of the scientists' visit by the Israeli observer at the IAEA conference.

In addition, Israel might feel that some useful discussion of a neutral visit to Dimona might be initiated with appropriate, individual representatives to the Board of Governors meeting.

Ambassador Harman replied that he is quite sure Prime Minister Ben-Gurion would not accept the idea of this sort of discussion taking place in the Vienna framework. Israel does support the principle of international inspection, but its support has always been conditional on general acceptance. If a neutral visit is to take place, the best way to make arrangements is by quiet coordination in Washington following Mr. Farley's return. There is need for great caution in this regard in the light of the problems caused by Israel's forthcoming elections. Ambassador Harman agreed to check with Jerusalem regarding discussion of Israel's reactor in the IAEA context.